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St. Louis Partner Erin Brooks was quoted April 12 by Forbes (republished by Forbes on Oct.

26) regarding President Joe Biden’s nomination of Doug Parker to head OSHA, and what it might

mean for business leaders. Parker is now the chief of California’s Division of Occupational Safety

and Health; previously, he served in the Obama administration as deputy assistant secretary for

policy in the Department of Labor’s Mine Safety and Health Administration and was a member of

the Biden-Harris transition team that focused on worker health and safety issues. Brooks told the

publication that Parker’s nomination “... would fill a several year void in OSHA, which did not have a

Senate approved Assistant Secretary in the Trump administration. That vacancy led to lower

enforcement activity – something we expect will be quickly reinstated once OSHA leadership is

restored, resulting in more inspections and OSHA scrutiny. We expect the initial initiatives will

continue to focus on Covid-19 in view of the Inspector General’s February 2021 report offering sharp

criticism of OSHA’s management of COVID-19.”
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/edwardsegal/2021/04/12/what-bidens-nomination-of-doug-parker-to-head-osha-means-for-business-leaders/?sh=5debb7287d00
https://www.forbes.com/sites/edwardsegal/2021/10/26/what-doug-parkers-confirmation-by-senate-to-head-osha-means-for-business-community/?sh=1f25d70a79ec
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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